Tulsa Adventist Academy
900 S. New Haven Avenue

Tulsa, OK 74112

918-834-1107

Applicant, please give one of these forms to each of the references you listed on your application.
Applicant’s Name: _________________________________________
Please give the applicant a rating of 1-12 on each of the characteristics below. Place rating number in the extreme right column. If you are
unable to make a judgement, please a ? in the rating column. This information will be confidential for use in admissions, will not become
part of permanent records, and will not be available for student’s review. Please use the back for additional information if necessary.
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1. Health

Weak, often
incapacitated

Low vitality

Good, Average
Health

Vigorous health

2. Personal
appearance

Undesirable

Careless

Neat, Clean

Well groomed

3. Influence
upon others

Detrimental

Passive

Helpful

Strong influence for
good

4. Integrity

Frequently
dishonest; steals
and/or cheats

Questionable at
times

Basically honest

Consistently
trustworthy and
honest

5. Friendships

Chooses friends of
detrimental
influence

Careless in choices
of friends

Usually
discriminates

Chooses friends w/
high standards

6. Social
relationships

Disliked

Small circle of
friends

Generally well liked Exceptionally well
liked

7. Judgement

Poor sense of values Jumps to
conclusions

Uses good common
sense

Uses very good
judgement

8. Reliability &
trustworthiness

Often irresponsible

Must be supervised

Dependable

Conscientious and
reliable

9. Industry

Lazy

“Gets by”

Works well

Ambitious

10. Cooperation

Self-centered

Cooperates at times

Cooperative

Always tries to
please

11. Emotional
stability

Tense, excitable,
loses control

Occasionally too
emotional, moody

Fairly well-balanced Self-controlled,
serene, happy

12. Spiritual
interest

Negative

Passive

Participates

Active, leader

13. Parent’s
financial
responsibility

Poor risk—school
bills not a priority

Family is frugal but
can’t make ends
meet

Account may lag
but they will pay

Accounts kept
current

14. Intellectual
ability

Below average

Average

Above average

Superior

SCORE

How long have you known the applicant? ______________ In what relationship? __________________________________
To your knowledge, has the applicant used any of the following? Alcohol _______ Tobacco _______ Illegal drug ________
Please note any disciplinary action, censure, suspension, expulsion, arrest or probation which the applicant has experienced.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Additional Comments: __________________________________________________________________________________

Signature ________________________________ Printed Name ________________________________ Date ____________
Address ____________________________________________________________ Phone __________________________

